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New releases from Cancedda O'Connell
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Ireland in Sardinia... 
W R I T T E N  B Y  S T S W I N E  

I am congratulating Mick on what are the best set of releases he has achieved to date and I suggest they will sell out more
quickly than usual and he jokes that he will lose money no matter how slow or fast they sell. I remind him of the scene in the
movie 24 Hour Party People where Factory Records realise they have spent so much producing a New Order single that they
will lose money for every copy sold. He informs me that he has actually cut a single in that studio. This is impressive and less
than surprising.

Mick O'Connell, Ireland's youngest Master of Wine does not produce his wine to make money. On the contrary, the philosphy
and methods behind making the wine are such that it would virtually be impossible to make money from it. The red; G. N.
Guerra is made from Cannonau, the Spanish iteration of Grenache and it is the 5th vintage of it. The white; Bucchia not
Battles is Vermentino and it is the first release of it. They are made in tiny quantities, 1200 of each, with 600 of each going to
each of their Irish and English distributor, meaning if you get a dozen you have managed to get 1% of Ireland's total allocation
- itself a demonstration of how impossible it would be to make money, but that's not the point of the thing. This is a
celebration of wine and wine geekery. It is all basket presses and foot trodding, early picking by hand and hand labelling.
Happily though, they are also fucking delicious and offer real value for money.
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The project has always
been super simple and
letting the stuff do it’s

own thing but yep -
happiest with this one so

far!

These wines go to 11

Mick will not mind me referring to him as a struggling
musician at the start of this century. Popular music in general
disintegrated in the late 90's. At best you could say it was 
 dumbed down. Mick was one of the many who felt that he
had more to offer than (on one hand for example) Ricky
Martin, and (on the other for example) Limp Biscuit. In 2001
he formed a band called Polar, and he was part of a wave of
Dublin bands that provided a whole music scene for the city
through the classic indie band haunts like Whelans.  Mick, nor
any of the bands involved will not mind me saying that none
of them made it to the big time, because it is true. They were
perhaps a victim of circumstance, Phantom Radio with its
brief to play emerging new Irish music typically arrived
several years too late and the bands had gone. Micks band
had relocated to London in  2005 and changed it's name to
Pilotlight. 

The decision to leave behind this scene and relocate was a
good one. Catching the eye of Ian Camfield on Xfm, they were
voted best unsigned act by the listeners  and they received
heavy airplay. Singles followed and superstardom beckoned,
but like many talented bands, despite touring the length and
breadth of the Uk, it just never happened.

Having supplemented his income in Ireland by working in
McHughs off license, Mick worked with Oddbins when he
moved to the Uk, managing several locations of this famous
chain and becoming more and more ensconsed in wine. As
the door began to shut on becoming the next Josh Homme, 
 Mick had already found something he was more passionate
about: wine. Putting away his guitar (professionally) and
packing up all of the experience and expertise he had
acquired in chain off licenses he went off and got a job in
Handords, a destination wine store in London.

Mick's album Pilotlight the post war musical is
searchable on Spotify, with Radiohead & Pavement
vibes.  If anyone comes across a physical copy
please let me know as I would like to embarrass
him by asking him to sign it.



Master of Wine

Becoming GM of Handfords and a 5 year spell there allowed
Mick the opportunity to buy, sell and taste some of the
world's greatest wines as we worked alongside the holders of
the illustrious Master of Wine qualification, industry veteran
James Handford and also Greg Sherwood.

During this time he began to trick around with fruit in Italy.
His wife came from Sardinia and her family owned and had
access to bits and pieces of parcels dotted around the place.
To suggest that the operation was low-fi would be quite the
understatement, but that is what drew him; these guys were

just making wine to trade with their mates for a punnet of

feckin strawberries or whatever, it was really cool! 

Mick started studying for the Master of Wine qualification,
becoming the youngest Irish recipient to receive it at the
time (not sure if he still is or not). The most centrally
important part of the Master of Wine is the research paper,
and Mick's dealt with the wines of Sardinia and its indigenous
varieties. Only an alt-rocker could dream up something so
obscure! This invigorated him to have proper crack at making
a commercial wine, one that was available to the punter like
the many thousand he had hand sold.....a proper wine!  

Mick's time was coming to an end in England, and as London
was Calling years before, it was time to embark on the Rocky
Road to Dublin once more. Having arrived in the UK as a
scruffy looking touring musician, working in booze shops to
support touring and late nights, he was now leaving as
someone who had grown used to tucking his tie into his
cacks before leaning over and spitting out the latest
Burgundian concoction he was tasting into a spitoon, quite a
transformation. 

Upon returning, he got a job with Findlater, one of the
biggest wine importers in the country (this being perhaps
even less punk than the blazer he was wearing) and set about
revamping their tired portfolio to seek out and add more
modern and relevant wines to their range, including an
obscure little producer, Cancedda O'Connell, the eponymous
label that he had started with his brother in law in the sun
baked vineyards of Sardinia.

The first vintage was called Garnacha Not Guerra, and they
made fuck all of it. The name had been inspired by some
grafitti he had seen in Orgosolo, a municipality of Sardinia
famous for its anti-authoritarian streak and its murals (the
grafitti in English was something like compost not bullets). 

First vintage in bottle and very little to go around, something
magical happened. Despite having one foot out the door to
Dublin, Mick was showing his wines at a tasting and Rafa
Cagali, head chef of Claridge's turned up and as Mick put it:
loved the story and loved the wines so insisted on having them

on the list. A garage wine listed with the finest in the world on
the UKs best list! Not a bad start.

Version 2, Mick was told that he could not name a variety on
the label, and so Garnacha Not Guerra became G. N. Guerra.
Versions 3 and 4 followed and recieved similar applause, and
the wines have been highly sought after (which suited the
modest winemaker as he would be far too mortified to have
to promote himself). Version 5 has just landed and it is the
best ever. Version 1 of of white made from Vermentino;
Bucchia Not Battles (a version was aborted in 2015) has been
added to the range.

Mick chuckles when I ask him what his Sardinian
counterparts who are making wine to trade for strawberries,
leather, tobacco etc think of his wine. They say it's not

Cannonau, they say it is just like drinking water and they do

not understand how anyone would like to drink it much less

buy it (Southern Italian directness). Cannonau is claimed to
be the original clone of Granche (the Spanish and French
dispute this) but is generally made in a firmer, more full
bodied style, not like Micks pretty boy G. N. Guerra!

If he stops with Cancedda O'Connell he would love to try
Garnacha in Spain, in Sierra de Gredos. Despite being a wine
geek and hence a Burgundy geek, he sees grenache as the
ultimate vector for terroir. He continues to be a figurehead in
the Irish industry. One can only hope that he continues in
Sardinia or elsewhere in the same vain as it's been all along: a
labour of love and a gift to the fans....like an album by The
Clash or something. STSWine
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G. N. Guerra Version 5 
Buccia Not Battles Version 1

PACKAGING: All classic. Along with the impossibly cool name
and inspiration behind the name, Mick settled on the same
motif as Patrick Bateman in American Psycho (bone white
and silian brail). The faint outline of the deer is a take on the
O'Connell crest. The problem with all this tastefully low key
detailing is that it will inevitably fade into the shelves in a
retail situation. He rectified this by first sealing with wax-top
(which is actually cheaper for such a low run of wine) and
picking as he called it Gouges-Green, anyone who has spent
any time skulking around the Burgundy section of a store will
be familiar with this vivid green. When the Vermentino came
along, naturally it went under orange wax seal, to complete
the tri-colour. 

STSWINE TAKE, RED: This is my favourite yet, super intense
and spicy, great acid, less tannin. Comes off sandy soil and
has awesome aromatics - I love it. If Chateauneuf-du-Pape's
Rayas had a weird sibling that was the black sheep of the
family, this would be it. 

STSWINE TAKE, WHITE: I've always liked Vermentino for it's
clarity and smashability, and mostly because when one drinks
it they are generally on holiday. It is a frivilous style usually,
devoid of any texture or mystery. This is different, it has all of
the freshness and zip but with some extra layers and verve.
Still hella smashable but with mystique - a rare Vermentino
with soul! 

GREG SHERWOOD MW / WINE SAFARI PRO REVIEWS:

BUCCIA NOT BATTLES: Pithy and expressive, this exciting
white boasts aromatic notes of dry summer grass, dried
herbs, roasted nuts, peach stones and pithy pear drop. The
palate has definition and balance with a tangy freshness, juicy
pear pastille, green apple purée and candied yellow orchard
fruit notes. A fine maiden Vino Bianco release from this
winery. 91 POINTS, WINE SAFARI

G. N. Guerra: This shows all the fabulous lift and aromatic
perfume of a Sardinian garden in full bloom boasting notes of
violets, lavender, crushed raspberries, sun ripened cranberry
and subtle hints of red liquorice stick. The palate is light,
pure and ethereal with a deliciously moreish acidity, fine
powdery mineral tannins and mouthwatering nuances of
blood orange, sour red plum, wild strawberry and a delicious
melange of vermouth herbs and pithy bramble berry spice. 92
POINTS, WINE SAFARI


